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Superluminality 

After the OPERA collaboration crushing official statement of a superluminal propagation speed of 

neutrinos from CERN to LNGS, some scholars theorized a Cherenkov like radiation (characterized 

by the emission of e+e– pairs and photons, through a Z0 process) which such quick neutrinos must 

lose energy by. But no typical e+e– pair was found in the ICARUS detector and so, at first, the speed 

of neutrinos was constrained under that of light. 

There were, afterwards, two CNGS bunched beam campaign, the second one with improved accuracy 

(May 2012), according to which ICARUS collaboration resolutely stated: “The corresponding 

deviation of the neutrino velocity from the speed of light is (v/c) = (v – c)/c = (0.4 ± 2.8stat ± 9.8syst) 

× 10–7 excluding neutrinos velocities larger than the speed of light by more than 1.35 × 10-6 c at 90% 

C.L.”. 

But more than one doubt remains … 

  

Figure 1 

ICARUS (pp. 15–18) considers an “event distribution according to the averaging procedure of four 

synchronization paths (Classic, HPTF, WR2, WR4)”. Figure 1a shows such a distribution, with t = 

tofc – tof (tofc and tof are, respectively, light and neutrino time of flight in ns), for a 25 entries 

sample, which is not very representative from a statistical point of view. The low Confidence Level 

(90%) seems to have been chosen for excluding, on the right, four (the 16% of the sample!) 

superluminal neutrinos (roughly 3.25, 1; 3.75, 1 and 4.75, 2). The superluminality is not excludable 

neither for these four neutrinos (the last two have a c + 584 m/s velocity) nor for the statistically 

allowed velocities, which are not “larger than 1.35 × 10-6 c” (sibylline datum with its exponential 

format but corresponding to a c + 405 m/s velocity in real terms). According to WR2 synchronization 

path (fig. 1b), which should have had more weight for prudential reasons, a neutrino on the extreme 

right (7.25, 1) has a c + 891 m/s velocity! The old Classic synchronization path (Icarus, p. 18) is the 

only one to have a negative mean value (–1.82 ns): so it lowers neutrino velocity almost to coincide 

with c and, just for that, shouldn’t have been considered! Although we know that neutrinos rarely 



interact with ordinary matter, we can reasonably presume that using the same path for photons and 

neutrinos will show larger superluminality. ICARUS detector is now at Fermilab and will start 

collecting data next months. We are confident that this topic will be better defined. 

Many physicists are frightened of superluminal neutrinos because exceeding the light speed barrier 

raises a number of disquieting theoretical questions. It is well known that relativistic mass, time and 

space have at their denominator the root: 

√1 −
𝑣2

𝑐2
 

which becomes imaginary for superluminal velocities 𝑣 . What sense can have speaking about 

imaginary mass, time and space? What happens to the spectacular energy-mass equivalence, which 

is dramatically linked together relativistic masses? We needed 32 years to admit neutrinos masses: 

how much longer shall we stand up for a null rest mass for photon? It is clear that the entire theory of 

relativity is wrong: that is why it cannot explain neither the Sagnac effect nor the Doppler change of 

frequency for moving light sources (besides the same Cherenkov effect, …). 

An abominable Yeti 

 
Figure 2 

The supporters of relativity use the Gravitational Waves (GWs) as main evidence of its validity; it is 

not necessary here to detail the equations but only to remind the reader that such waves need to bear 

upon a special particle, never detected as yet, named graviton, which should be a boson without mass, 

without electric charge, with spin 2. 

Scientists prefer not to fix a certain position for graviton in the Standard Model, which often doesn’t 

include its presence like in figure 2. But the most singular thing is that no scholar dared, so far, to 

sketch its model (no one runs the serious risk of being considered crazy!) because it should correspond 

with four (mass-chargeless) isospin elementary particles (↑↑↑↑ or ↓↓↓↓): a clear hyperviolation of the 

Pauli principle (↑↓ or ↓↑) besides the common sense! If we consider that VIP experiment at LNGS 

never detected a simple violation (↑↑ or ↓↓) of the same principle, we can serenely deduce that 

graviton is an abominable Yeti. Fortunately, like the Himalayan one, it doesn’t exist. As a matter of 

fact not only a single graviton has never been detected (nor shall be done!) neither by LIGO 

interferometer nor by other detectors all over the world! 



But is it honest to speak of GWs without detecting the indispensable graviton? Although it is well 

known that what is imagined GWs seems different from electromagnetic ones, not only in 

wavelength, it is not objectively correct defining “gravitational” a wave without its supposed 

interaction carrier: that is to lie to oneself. 

What credibility should we gain if we spoke of light without having never detected a photon? 

The “Dissimilar” 

 
Figure 3 

The photonic unit spin seems a fatality “since photons cannot have an orbital angular momentum , 

the angular momentum carried by photons can only be due to their intrinsic spin” (Bransden, 

Joachain, p.176. The same VIP, we discussed before, demonstrates that the unit spin (↑↑ or ↓↓) is an 

impossible configuration). That fatality derives from the wave particle duality (our unforgivable 

laziness!), according to which any particle is a mass point that –nobody knows the reason why!– 

vibrates. Is there any better means to escape from conceiving a coherent model for particles? However 

is it so difficult to conquer a photonic model? It is not difficult: it is very, very difficult! It requires 

Plato-minded freethinkers who believe in a multimillenary intergenerational work, to exclusive 

advantage of humankind. That is why all the great civilizations elaborated a model for photon with 

an unbreakable couple of fermions, having the same mass and opposite electric charge (Fig. 3). 

Concordant angular momenta L and discordant spins S –observing the Pauli principle!– justify the 

photonic paramagnetism and the entanglement, while the periodic interpenetration of particles assures 

a pulsating magnetic field, which is typical of electromagnetic waves (De Pasquale 2016).  It is clear 

that such a rotating structure (with translational and rotational energies) makes us avoid the 

relativistic mass trap, which derives from comparing any particle with a humble mass point (𝐸𝑐 =

½ 𝑚𝑟𝑣2): giving energy (𝐸𝑐) to a particle, if its velocity (𝑣) doesn’t increase, its mass (𝑚𝑟) is obliged 



to increase, becoming relativistic! In the early nineteens’ this was explainable and understandable, 

especially for Kaufman electrons … Nowadays?  

But there is much more to say! Photon is the only possible combination between domestic matter (+) 

and wild matter (–) (which are the Egyptian-Hindu definitions of our matter and antimatter); it is 

dissimilar to all the other particles from stability and, like the bush “though was on fire it did not burn 

up” (Exodus 3, 2) it is traditionally considered the primary symbol of divinity. Discovering this 

photonic singularity explains the qualitative leap from polytheism to monotheism. Amenophis IV, in 

his hymn to Aton, describes a broody photon, which sets going the necessary air circulation inside 

the egg: 

When the chicken crieth in the egg shell, 

Thou givest him breath therein, to preserve him alive; 

When Thou hast perfected him 

That he may pierce the egg, 

He cometh forth from the egg 

To chirp with all his might; 

He runneth about upon his two feet, 

When he hath come forth therefrom. 

In our religious sphere the multi millenary research on light carrier (predominantly conceptual 

because photon is unbreakable) comes to an end in the Song of Songs. Here the lover and the beloved 

symbolize the photonic couple of fermions; that’s why Aqiba, a great Rabbi, said: “The whole world 

is not worth the day on which the Song of Songs was given to Israel”! 

It is not useless to highlight that photon has a central role in all the great civilizations. 

Elementary Particle Week 

The Standard Model, which is often enthusiastically, defined “the highest construction of human 

mind” (Galbiati, p. 59), conceives a photon without mass and charge, with unit spin, banishing it in 

an eccentric position with all the other bosons (fig. 2). 

 

Figure 4 

If we give photon its right position between domestic and wild matter something interesting emerges: 

three domestic generations and three wild generations look like odd and even days (fig. 4), while 

photon corresponds with the dissimilar Shabbat in a fascinating Elementary Particle Week. 
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It is clear that every boson has to be redefined and centrally placed on the seventh day, because on 

the present boson misunderstanding is built all Particle Physics. We only need two new principles to 

put beside the Pauli one: 

 what appears like unit spin indicates that a particle is not elementary in spite its infrangibility; 

 null rest mass is impossible for any real particle. 

 “Perseverare diabolicum” 

Double beta decay is a real process that transforms a nuclide with atomic number Z and atomic mass 

A into its isobar with atomic number Z + 2, with typical lifetime of the order of 1018–1021 years, 

emitting two electrons and two electron wild neutrinos: 

(𝑍, 𝐴) → (𝑍 + 2, 𝐴) + 2𝑒− + 2�̅�𝑒  

it is equivalent to two simultaneous beta decays (2). Its first detection in a Time Projection 

Chamber (TPC) with 82Se (half-life 9.2 ± 0.7 x 1019 years) dates back to 1987. In figure 5 isotopes 

with atomic masses A = 82 are compared with 82Kr, the most bound isotope. Double beta transition 

is possible because the odd nuclide 82Br is less bound than 82Se, forbidding a simple beta decay 
82Se→82Br. 

 
Figure 5 

Neutrinoless double beta decay (0) is a supposed process that would transform two neutrons into 

two protons emitting exclusively two electrons: 

(𝑍, 𝐴) → (𝑍 + 2, 𝐴) + 2𝑒−  

“After 75 years of experimental effort no compelling evidence of the existence of (0) decay has 

been obtained” (Martin Albo, p. i). Why insisting then? 

This fancy decay should demonstrate that neutrinos are their own wild particles and that the 

conservation of total lepton number (2𝑒− + 2�̅�𝑒) can be violated (2𝑒−), justifying the leptogenesis, 

which would be responsible of the “observed cosmological asymmetry between matter and 

antimatter” (Martin Albo, p. i). Which cosmological asymmetry are we speaking of? 

If we put a black hole inside every star, according to all the great civilizations, there will be no 

cosmological asymmetry (in the Hindu world the inner snake Karkotaka has the wild matter role). 



We are certainly strange: a little LPG tank is inconceivable without its pressure regulator but a star 

nuclear reaction shouldn’t require any control over Hydrogen flow! 

A virtuous choice would be confirming three domestic neutrinos  (e, , ) with negative helicity 

(fig. 6a) and three wild neutrinos �̅� (�̅�e, �̅�, �̅�) with positive helicity (fig. 6b), attributing their helicity 

to the action of magnetic fields on intrinsic electric charges (getting in line with Classical Physics!): 

that is to say neutrinos cannot be their own wild particles! 

 
Figure 6 

Obviously those electric charges, which would open up new realistic horizons, are very difficult to 

perceive and evaluate (so, in contrast with current knowledge, neutrinos are not neutral; particularly 

solar neutrinos have a positive micro charge). In our laboratory it is more than impossible to test such  

little charges, but at CERN, by proper magnetic fields and detectors … why not to try? 

In the Rig Veda the Maruts bull-like cohort symbolizes domestic and wild neutrinos and many hymns 

give precious information about them, even their helicity or grouping by twos or by threes like in 

figures 2 and 4. 

Isaiah sees “seraphim each with six wings: with two wings they covered their faces, with two they 

covered their feet, and with two they were flying” (Is 6, 2). Therefore, He depicts three different 

domestic–wild neutrino chiral couples (fig. 7)! 

 

Figure 7 

Neutrinos are difficult to identify (covered faces), to understand where they are going (covered feet); 

but they are always in movement (flying). 

As photon is the fundamental symbol of God, “Above him (the Lord) were seraphim” (Is 6, 2) makes 

us clear the neutrinos superluminality (while Maruts ride Thompson gazelles, the fastest creatures in 

India). 

But what are neutrinos mainly tasked for? 



A spectacular work demonstrates, by ultrahigh-resolution neutron spectroscopy, that para-Hydrogen 

𝐻2
𝐽=0

, under the triple point temperature Ttp (13.8 K), is a quantum solid (Fernandez Alonso et alii 

2012). 𝐻2
𝐽=0

 crystal is in a translational state with a hexagonal closed packed structure (with the 

nearest neighbour distance RNN ≈ 3.78 Å). 

Being u the molecular displacement, Figure 8a shows the behaviour of rms displacement √〈𝑢2〉 with 

temperature T. Crossing Ttp, marked by an arrow, there is a jump  which corresponds with the melting 

of the crystalline phase. Below Ttp rms molecular displacements are essentially constant (0.75 Å). 

 
Figure 8 

Para-Hydrogen 𝐻2
𝐽=0

 becomes orto-Hydrogen 𝐻2
𝐽=1

 through a J = 0 →1 transition. Figure 8b gives 

lifetime of this transition as function of temperature. The spectral linewidth remain constant with 

temperature below Ttp ( = 360 ± 40 ps; ħ/ = 1.8 ± 0.2 eV). Only crossing Ttp there is an evident 

change in lifetime. 

The unavoidable conclusion is: “Both molecular rms displacements and rotational linewidth are 

insensitive to temperature … Our results depict a crystal lattice subjected to full quantum dynamics” 

(Fernandez Alonso, p.4). 

So the primordial Ocean that surrounds the universe like a shell, while considering temperatures 

which certainly are below Ttp, is irrotational para–Hydrogen (De Pasquale 2018). The hexagonal 

closed packed crystal lattice (RNN ≈ 3.78 Å) is exclusively subjected to quantum fluctuations (0.75 

Å); the layer and interlayer covalent bonds are so unbreakable that photon cannot get in: it is 

unavoidably reflected! But is there any means to open a breach in this photon–repellent wall? 

Both domestic and wild neutrinos are needed for this fundamental task: they prepare a vibrating entry 

in the para–Hydrogen solid shell, so that coming in photons can give rise to 𝐻2
𝐽=0 → 𝐻2

𝐽=1
 transitions. 

The obtained orto-Hydrogen flows into the visible universe, ready to form new stars! 

That is why seraphim “were calling to one another … at the sound of their voices the doorposts and 

thresholds shook” (Is 6, 3–4; the stone wall of the temple is the symbolic equivalent of cosmic solid 

para–Hydrogen, while its doors are the vibrating breaches, which are shaken by neutrinos). 

Nevertheless opposite helicities are absolutely necessary in breaching … Once again, neutrinos 

cannot be their own wild particles. Therefore, the Neutrino Experiment with a Xenon TPC (NEXT), 

which search for neutrinoless double beta decay (0) at LSC is bound to completely fail, like all 

similar experiments. 

Insisting “If no signal is found masses of the order of thousands of kilograms and further background 

reduction will be required” (Martin Albo, p. i) sounds like “Errare humanum est, perseverare autem 

diabolicum”! 

 

 

 

 



Xenon Double Deal  

Many scientists (Galbiati 2018) correctly prefer Argon TPCs to Xenon ones at least to minimize the 

risks of dark currents (the boiling points respectively are 87.3 K and 165.1 K!). The incomprehensible 

mechanism of prizes and grants, on the contrary, decidedly encourages Xenonauts with their Xenon 

TPCs, which use 130Xe as WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles) detector, like Xenon1T at 

LNGS. This radioactively pure isotope, while being isolated, gives 136Xe among other centrifuged 

refuses (which are stable isotopes like 132Xe or 134Xe). 

 
Figure 9 

136Xe has a (2) decay mode with half-life 220 ± 6 x1019 years. In figure 9 isotopes with atomic 

masses A = 136 are compared with 136Ba, the most bound isotope. Double beta transition is possible 

because the odd nuclide 136Cs is less bound than 136Xe, forbidding a simple beta decay 136Xe → 136Cs. 

Comparing half-lives 9.2 ± 0.7 x1019 years (82Se) with 220 ± 6 x1019 years (136Xe) (Martin Albo, 

p.41) we can easily understand that 50 Kg of 82Se or 1 ton of 136Xe have equal probabilities to detect 

the same double beta decay flux. 

Perhaps it is easier to find 82Se in Selenella potatoes than 136Xe in the air! Why, then, leaving in 

Selenium technologies, favouring Xenon ones? Why not to prefer 150Nd with half-life 0.82 ± 0.09 

x1019 years or, better still, 100Mo with half-life 0.71 ± 0.04 x1019 years (Irvine TPC, NEMO 3, Martin 

Albo, p.41)? 

Why not to sell both 130Xe for WIMPs and its refuse 136Xe for neutrinoless double beta decay? 

Although it is possible to depict many advantages by using Xenon, a disgusting feeling of an ignoble 

double deal on this noble gas overcomes us. 

Hysterical Pregnancies 

If we consider the years of running in vain for many and various WIMPs detector (Charge-Coupled 

Devices, Sodium Iodide crystals, Argon or Xenon TPCs, …) in underground laboratories all over the 

world, we collect many centuries without having caught a single WIMP. We perfectly know that it is 

embarrassing to make heavy investments fruitless but it is morally right to deduce that WIMPs do not 

exist, because Super Symmetry is a fanciful theory. 

That being so someone proposes an even worse solution, the foolish Modified Gravity, according to 

which the Newtonian 1/r2 should be valid in some cosmic zones, but not in others! 



About the nonexistence of graviton and neutrinoless double beta decay (0) we discussed above. 

In that disheartening fallacy there are quasi particles too. Quasi particle are an expedient not to solve 

crucial problems, skilfully escaping them; it would be enough to say that to the question “Are they 

particles or not?” the answer is neither “Yes!” nor “Not!” but the ambiguous “Quasi!”. Among 

quasi particles the worst case is that of dark polariton, which –without mass, without charge, without 

spin– despite its clear nonexistence is officially defined “excitation with an effective magnetic 

moment”. “Light passing through a rubidium gas cell, under the conditions of electromagnetically 

induced transparency, is deflected by a small magnetic field gradient” (Karpa, Weitz, p. 1). 

The “effective magnetic moment” (fig. 10) is the characteristic quality of photon Mtot= M+M 

(fig. 3). Why is dark polariton called into question? How is it possible to possess a magnetic moment 

without charge and rotation? 

Only if You want to save the special postulate “No magnetic moment exists for photons” (that is to 

save the theory of relativity) You must uproot the magnetic moment from photon, inventing a 

mysterious light–Rubidium interaction which generates such fanciful dark polaritons. 

 
Figure 10 

In Particle Physics often we find bizarre theories, with fruitless experiments like hysterical 

pregnancies. As some female can produce useful milk without any desired baby, so all the 

experiments at least assure real technological progress (ultra-low background detectors, low 

temperature techniques, high vacuum turbo molecular pump, special photo sensors, avant-garde 

electronics and software …) and real jobs, without any desired scientific progress (exclusively linked 

together serious theories). Such experiments are much too expensive and many people are tempted 

by deals (that is why it is almost impossible to stop them). 

What is more we are forced to endure spectacular DAMA statements on caught (non-existent) 

WIMPs, while COSINUS, built on the same crystals, cannot give any repeatability! Or to endure the 

“Evidence for (non-existent) neutrinoless double beta decay” (2002) “sparking an intense debate in 

the community” (Martin Albo, p. 42); or, worse still, the numerous gravitonless (non-existent) GWs 

up to and beyond GW170817. And if Fermi GBM (Gamma Burst Monitor) identified electromagnetic 

counterparts in GW150914, although “a merger of two black holes in vacuum is expected to have no 

electromagnetic counterpart”, it is not due to our inconsistent theories but to “nature” which “is 

sometimes more imaginative than we are” –unbelievable statement while considering a Galilean 

approach!– (Loeb, p.1). LB-1, the black hole which has just been discovered in our galaxy, is another 

impossible mine to defuse for the most reliable relativity-based theories. 

At the moment we can estimate (by default) that the 80% of the experiments in all the underground 

laboratories is aimlessly running, with investments in the order of billion dollars. (Obviously, we 



appreciate only some experiments like those on solar neutrinos: BOREXINO at LNGS with its 

wonderful results, for instance, is a virtuous imitable example). 

Why is there so many rough wrongheadedness? 

Is it possible that scientists don’t notice they are running in vain? Are they frightened of having the 

same fate as Essen (isolated from scientific community and forced retiree)? 

“If You don’t admire relativity it means You don’t understand it” it is the insult reserved to us by 

relativists. On the contrary, according to Rutherford, if we cannot “understand” relativity we “have 

too much sense” (Essen, p. 2). 

There is nothing to understand in a naively wrong theory, which properly belongs to Physics Fiction. 

(Would there still be any Science Fiction without the “time dilation” paradox and its spectacular 

“twins drama”?). 

All the drivers know that, downhill/uphill, the speed remains constant only if the engine number 

increases/decreases: what credibility could gain, today, a theory which is even incapable to give 

photon a rotational energy to explain Doppler effects (blue/red shifting) for moving emitting bodies? 

“Thus it appears that there should be no Doppler change of frequency, and yet this effect is known 

to exist.” (Essen, p. 5). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 11 

The Song of Songs (7, 1) poetically describes the entanglement as a “double cohort dance”: how 

could we explain the fascinating counter rotations in two entangled photons (fig. 11), involving both 

spins (which generate Mtot) and angular momenta (Ltot), by two bare relativistic mass points? In the 

real quantum cryptography is it useful a powerless relativity whose simplified photons are poorly 

conceived without their own unsuppressable magnetic moments? But magnetic moments imply the 

known interactions with magnetic field gradients, so what is supposed at the moment a gravitational 

lens actually is a wrong interpretation of “magnetic lensing”! Last, if the wave particle duality 

encouraged all the great civilizations to elaborate a couple based photon, why are we yet proposing 

an incoherent relativity, which substantially is in violent contrast with nature? Are we the best (as we 

unjustifiably presume) or (realistically) the ever worst of humankind? 



“A common reaction of experimental physicists to the theory (relativity) is that although they do not 

understand it themselves it is so widely accepted that it must be correct. I must confess that until 

recent years this was my own attitude.” (Essen, p.2). All of us “must confess that until recent years 

this was” our “own attitude”! In a few years’ time, surely relativity will no longer be considered a 

frightening nightmare and all the useless derived theories amusing fantasy literature. 

Willard Gibbs gives us this warning “A mathematician may say anything he pleases, but a physicist 

must be at least partially sane”. We want to be considered “at least partially sane” –especially by 

next generations!–: we are perfectly aware of the urgent necessity to refound Particle Physics; the 

obliged starting point is accepting rototranslational models for elementary particles, because the mass 

point is the worst approximation. That means eliminating anti–Aristotelian relativity, which is 

objectively foreign to scientific methods with its unreal Doppler–massless photons and its never 

verified thought experiments. 

Any delay can only get worse that Kafkean situation: as a monster generates nice little monsters so 

does relativity with fascinating Super Symmetry, graviton, quasi particles ... and will continue to 

generate many, many other wonderful fake theories. 
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